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bestselling author karol ladd shares powerful truths from colossians and reveals an exciting path to confident living through god s love
and grace with biblical wisdom and an inspiring belief in god s purpose for each woman karol helps readers transform the way they see
themselves and how they live out their lives as they discover their value and confidence in god with this vital perspective shift a woman
will transform her thinking through powerful prayers cultivate potential by exploring the dreams god gives to her step forward with a
strong sense of identity in christ deepen relationships and communication with others and with god shine with joy and assurance of what she
brings to the world karol s study questions bring dimension to god s leading and hope for women and provide individuals or groups a
practical way to explore know and live boldly in god confidence karol ladd author of the bestselling the power of a positive mom shares a
passionate exploration of philippians with women who are longing to love god and life with humorous stories keen biblical understanding and
engaging examples karol encourages women to live with intention and joy and reveals how they can enjoy being a work in progress uplift
others with sincerity change their thoughts and change their lives find strength when they are losing heart discover contentment in every
situation karol s trusted guidance and infectious enthusiasm will help women fall more deeply in love with god and his word as his plan for
their lives becomes more meaningful and possible than ever before insightful leading questions make this a great resource for individual or
group study this life changing book explores seven principles that can help you become a powerful force in your family your church your
community and your world through biblical teaching inspirational quotes and true stories of women just like you you will learn to
incorporate your life as you have a powerful impact on those around you do you want to be a positive woman of powerful influence do you
want to make a lasting impression on the lives of the people around you you can become a positive woman no matter where you find yourself
right now simply by choosing to allow god s power and strength to pour through you this life changing book explores seven principles that
can help you become a powerful force in your family your church your community and your world through biblical teaching inspirational
quotes and true stories of women just like you you will learn to incorporate your life as you have a powerful impact on those around you
every woman including you has the potential to become a positive powerful influence in her world never underestimate the power of a
positive woman that woman can be you when you passionately pursue god s word you uncover the encouragements and exciting revelations god
has for your heart join loved teacher and bestselling author karol ladd as she invites you to discover how scripture can empower you lead
you to god s promises and infuse your life with delight and hope in a couple after god s own heart interactive workbook jim and elizabeth
george build on the content of their book a couple after god s own heart to create a companion guide that leads husbands and wives through
a fascinating study on god s plan for marriage through a unique blend of bible study material questions for thought and what can i do today
applications couples will grow a closer and deeper union as they learn from the successes and failures of key couples in the bible discover
the essentials to a better marriage participate in discussions designed to stimulate communication with each other set and apply goals that
help husbands and wives be all god designed them to be determine how to make the best of the strengths and weaknesses in their relationship
this friendly and practical study offers life lessons from a variety of well known couples in scripture and will equip spouses to
experience more and more of the incredible bliss only god can bring into a marriage 2 best selling positively power packed books in 1 there
s an amazing power in the fourteen principles shared in this dynamic duo of a book seven time tested principles from the the power of a
positive mom are perfect for stay at home and working moms alike plus seven more life changing principles from the power of a positive
woman will unlock the potential in any woman to be a positive influence in her world in this two for one book you ll learn the power of
your words and how to use them positively you ll learn how your prayers encouragement attitude and example can change your family forever
and you ll learn how to become a powerful force in your family your church your community and your world become the positive mom and woman
that you were created to be few women are better at communicating contagious enthusiasm for the truths of scripture than bestselling author
karol ladd exploring 1 john with her readers karol puts her finger on the longing for faithful and fulfilling love that s deep inside every
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woman s heart step by step karol helps her readers understand what happens when they embrace the truth of god s love they can experience
his joy strength and comfort in daily life they are transformed because his love changes the way they see themselves they begin to think
differently about their circumstances and the people in their life they can express his love to others through their words and actions
shining his light in dark places as readers see the apostle john s picture of how god is light love and life they will experience how he
gives meaning to their existence victory over their discouragements and hope to the world are you in a place where you want or need to lead
but aren t sure how to best do it in this compact dynamic resource bestselling author karol ladd offers positive motivating words to women
in leadership by looking at eight influential leaders in the bible karol highlights godly leadership principles and attitudes that you can
build into your life rise to the challenge shown in the life of joseph take calculated risks exemplified by deborah one of the great women
leaders in scripture use your god given resources as seen in the actions of the servant leader moses do the tough stuff just like the
prophet jeremiah believe the best in people displayed in king david s attitudes these practical leadership principles will inspire you to
grow in your role as a godly influencer a woman who leads and motivates others toward god s love and maturity in the faith busy hurried
frazzled a mom s life is anything but tranquil with multiple responsibilities as caretaker taxi driver short order cook and domestic
servant what most women need in life is more calm and less stress more calm less stress provides that positive biblically based plan to
help women realistically create an atmosphere of peace that she and her family so desperately need the five delightful and doable action
steps help mothers make their home a positive place to live this is the first book in the positive plan series that will also include a
positive plan for creating more fun less whining june 2006 a positive plan for creating more love less anger june 2007 52 powerful
devotionals for the busy woman what woman doesn t yearn for a few moments of reflective peace and serene quiet in the presence of god yet
most women wear too many hats and feel pulled in too many directions to stop for this much needed refreshment best selling author karol
ladd has helped hundreds of thousands of women overcome this negative world to become a positive force there intimate moments with god will
fill you with inspiration and instill you with the courage to be the positive woman you want to be each devotional includes an
inspirational scripture a positive message encouraging quotes a prayer guided journaling sections proactive choices for living beginning in
genesis and moving through the bible these inspiring practical devotions will increase your faith and help you to be a positive woman all
week long karol ladd author of the bestselling the power of a positive mom and a woman s passionate pursuit of god welcomes women to the
presence character and love of god in this fresh gathering of intimate devotions short meditations with select scriptures draw from the
wisdom and hope of the old and new testaments to help readers discover how god s promises unfold not only in his word but also in their
personal journeys with encouragement and a dose of pure inspiration ladd shares with each woman god s care for her daily hopes and needs
what it looks like to walk in god s will and purpose how the lord s mercy frees women to live fully why knowing god as friend redeemer and
father transforms all relationships god s plan for each woman becomes more evident as she grows her relationship with and identity in
christ women will savor the moments they set aside to be with these rich beautiful offerings from karol s heart and the heart of god s word
pocos autores comunicarn un contagioso entusiasmo de las verdades de la escritura como lo es la autora de éxitos karol ladd esta utiliza la
biblia para alentar a las mujeres a aprender de las consecuencias de sus malas desiciones y retos convirtiéndolos en peldaños para el
crecimiento el cambio y la madurez principios positivos de vida para mujeres está escrito para el tipo de persona que espera aprender de
sus errores y ser más fuerte a pesar de la adversidad encontrando esperanza refrigerio y la renovación de su leve imperfecta vida updated
for today s tech savvy mom cover these purse sized gift editions offer gentle words of wisdom and encouragement easy to do suggestions
offer practical ways to be a positive influence this portable gift edition is from the popular honey they shrunk my hormones this purse
sized book offers a quick look at midlife issues aimed at the woman approaching or in the midst of this often misunderstood and confusing
season life is unpredictable and often doesn t turn out as we d planned the things that matter most to us marriages children careers
families and friends sometimes fall apart and leave us only with deflated dreams whether you re struggling with the big issues of life or
simply overwhelmed by the demands of every single day karol ladd s powerful biblical principles will give you the help you need in this
book you will discover how to redefine your unexpected life and you ll learn concrete skills that will help you move past simply surviving
and into a thriving life that is lived passionately and with joy new purpose and hope await you just beyond the cover of this book 8
secretos para inspirar e impactar a quienes le rodean karol ladd nos comparte verdades poderosas de colosenses y revela un camino
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emocionante que lleva a una vida exitosa por medio del amor de dios y su gracia con sabiduría bíblica y una creencia inspiradora en el
propósito de dios para cada mujer karol ayuda a las mujeres a cambiar la forma en que se ven y cómo viven sus vidas a medida que descubren
su valor y confianza en dios bestselling author karol ladd shares powerful truths from colossians and reveals an exciting path to confident
living through god s love and grace with biblical wisdom and an inspiring belief in god s purpose for each woman karol helps readers
transform the way they see themselves and how they live out their lives as they discover their value and confidence in god are you in a
place where you want or need to lead but aren t sure how to best do it in this compact dynamic resource bestselling author karol ladd
offers positive motivating words to women in leadership by looking at eight influential leaders in the bible karol highlights godly
leadership principles and attitudes that you can build into your life rise to the challenge shown in the life of joseph take calculated
risks exemplified by deborah one of the great women leaders in scripture use your god given resources as seen in the actions of the servant
leader moses do the tough stuff just like the prophet jeremiah believe the best in people displayed in king david s attitudes these
practical leadership principles will inspire you to grow in your role as a godly influencer a woman who leads and motivates others toward
god s love and maturity in the faith these purse sized gift editions offer gentle words of wisdom and encouragement easy to do suggestions
offer practical ways to be a positive influence this portable gift edition is from the popular honey they shrunk my hormones this purse
sized book offers a quick look at midlife issues aimed at the woman approaching or in the midst of this often misunderstood and confusing
season women are busy whether their energy is expended at home or at the office women find themselves overwhelmed with the to do lists in
their life and they long for time away from it all so they can really hear god s still small voice but when i pored over the pages of
scripture says author sharon jaynes i discovered that some of god s most memorable messages were not delivered while men and women were
away on a spiritual retreat but right in the middle of everyday life he spoke to gideon while he was threshing wheat and to shepherds while
they were watching their flocks by night using biblical wisdom and practical insights from her own life sharon invites readers to explore
answers to the heart cry how can i hear the voice of god includes helpful study guide en estos días de inestabilidad y crisis global es
fácil pensar no hay nada que yo pueda hacer probablemente no pueda resolver todos los problemas del mundo pero puede hacer un tremendo
impacto en su libro el poder de una mujer positiva karol ladd comparte poderosas y alentadoras palabras de sabiduría y oración puede
escoger ser una mujer positiva sin importar dónde se encuentre en estos momentos simplemente permitiendo que el poder de dios y su
fortaleza fluyan a través de usted nunca subestime el poder de una mujer positiva esa mujer puede ser usted este libro le enseñará siete
poderosos principios para ayudar a impactar positivamente su familia su iglesia su comunidad y el mundo english description do you want to
be a positive woman of powerful influence do you want to make a lasting impression on the lives of the people around you you can become a
positive woman no matter where you find yourself right now simply by choosing to allow god s power and strength to pour through you this
life changing book explores seven principles that can help you become a powerful force in your family your church your community and your
world through biblical teaching inspirational quotes and true stories of women just like you you will learn to incorporate your life as you
have a powerful impact on those around you every woman including you has the potential to become a positive powerful influence in her world
never underestimate the power of a positive woman that woman can be you friendship it s one of the most powerful forces around it adds
peace to frazzled days provides companionship for lonely tasks and makes any joyous event twice as fun written by best selling author karol
ladd and her best friend terry ann kelly this fourth book in the popular power of a positive series shares practical principles on how to
be a friend and nurture friendships exploring topics such as building on your common interests attitudes and actions that divide
relationships being real with your friends and the forgiveness factor this book will help you enrich current friendships and develop new
and lasting ones the easy to read format and you can do it principles will change the way you view your friendships forever organized into
seven power principles such as the power of confidence the power of integrity and the power of responsibility readers gain the individual
perspectives of the three coauthors as well as their combined wisdom throughout their discussion scripture is the guiding force in helping
teens live more positively though the shared views of a mom and her teenaged daughters imagine getting the shared views of a mom and her
teenaged daughters as they all grow together that s the unique vantage point the ladds bring as they explore ways for adolescents to truly
add something positive to their spheres of influence organized into seven power principles such as the power of confidence the power of
integrity and the power of responsibility readers gain the individual perspectives of the three coauthors as well as their combined wisdom
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throughout their discussion scripture is the guiding force in helping teens live more positively parents and teenagers alike will
appreciate the real world discussion of topics such as money and time management handling peer pressure survival tips for dating and
creating harmony on the home front fifty two devotionals to help every wife start her week with an encouraging message straight from god s
word karol ladd invites readers to enjoy weekly motivation through simple devotional interactions and leads women through the entire bible
in a year each devotional section increases faith brings the reader closer to god and provides uplifting applications for marriage to help
her live each day in positive power the unique weekly format provides eight elements that can be enjoyed in one sitting or spread out over
the week the key scripture is perfect as a daily reading that can be supplemented with one of the additional elements inspirational quotes
encouraging reflections a couple s discussion starter thought provoking questions prayers with journaling space ideas for positive choices
and suggested further reading this is the perfect gift for women who want to start off the coming year right providing a few quiet moments
each week to find the inspiration motivation and encouragement to be the positive wives god created them to be whether a woman is married
to mr perfect or mr difficult she can always use a positive boost in her marriage and these messages of blessing with motivational
scripture meaningful prayer and pertinent quotes provide women with the strength they need to live each day to the fullest ladd teamed up
with her teenage daughters to present readers with a unique vantage point that explores way for adolescents to truly add something positive
to their spheres of influence the author writes from the heart about the unique experiences of a mid life mom while keeping a vigorous
sense of humor jarrell takes on universal issues such as self esteem fear of the future career choices and spirituality written for the
frenetic working mother authors ladd and jarrell introduce seven simple steps designed to take the frazzled mom from feelings of guilt to
the freedom of grace from mtv to the latest dvd teenage girls are lost in an effort to be like the models of this world the flashy covers
of magazines and the divas in music videos seem to hold the keys to a wonderful life in the pages of how to be a super model sheri prescott
reveals a new message of hope and motivation addressing the tough issues young women face she reminds us that true beauty should come from
the inside out god s love for his girls can radically re shape their self image while igniting a passion to model their lives after christ
how to be a super model masterfully weaves together the truth of god s word with powerful stories that capture your heart sheri writes with
passion inspiring young women to choose purity and the highest standards for their lives definitely a must read for all teenage girls tara
dawn christensen miss america 1997 speaker and singer sheri is truly a super model and oh how i hope that today s teen girls will hear her
truthful words it breaks my heart to see today s girls dropping great tears of pain because they cannot live up to the magazine covers
which are nothing more than a meticulously crafted lie of satan oh thank you sheri for pointing to truth may today s young women be healed
by your words dannah gresh author and the bride wore white and secret keeper the delicate power of modesty discover your beautiful purpose
as you read this positive and powerful book by sheri prescott how to be a super model brings you authentic wisdom from god s word and an
inspiring message from the heart i believe the insights from this book can lift you to new heights and help you become the beautiful woman
god created you to be karolladd author of the power of a positive woman karol ladd knows that being a wife and mother can be a glorious
adventure as well as an overwhelming responsibility it requires love and discipline joy and sacrifice encouragement and character moms have
a wonderful and valuable opportunity to make a positive impact on their homes their communities and in the next generation scream savers
offers creative ideas and solutions to enhance homelife and encourage mothers in their priceless task this quick guide is filled with
calming ideas to help you keep your cool and make your home a place where tranquility reigns four sections include prescriptions for peace
kool keepers quiet activities for kids mommy moments along with space to record personal notes and observations book jacket have you ever
wondered what god could really do in your life if you let him now you can benefit from the knowledge nd experience of women of faith who ve
been there you ll get an inside look at the lives of some of today s leading women authors and speakers as they share the stories behind
the scriptures that changed their lives you ll discover how god s touch turned adverse circumstances and ordinary lives into extraordinary
testimonies of his grace you ll share in personal stories of hope that will encourage you through life s tough times and be uplifted as god
s faithfulness is proven time and again let god inspire you to new heights in your christian walk with each reading and experience his
tremendous love for you as you spend your own intimate moments with god book jacket with 52 monday morning motivations this inspirational
book offers seven simple principles each week for shaping one s family for good principles for stay at home and working moms alike women s
issues today s busy woman finds herself being pulled in many different directions based on the book the frazzled factor authors karol ladd
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and jane jarrell offer seven simple steps designed to take the frazzled mom from feelings of guilt to the freedom of grace



A Woman's Secret for Confident Living 2011-08-01 bestselling author karol ladd shares powerful truths from colossians and reveals an
exciting path to confident living through god s love and grace with biblical wisdom and an inspiring belief in god s purpose for each woman
karol helps readers transform the way they see themselves and how they live out their lives as they discover their value and confidence in
god with this vital perspective shift a woman will transform her thinking through powerful prayers cultivate potential by exploring the
dreams god gives to her step forward with a strong sense of identity in christ deepen relationships and communication with others and with
god shine with joy and assurance of what she brings to the world karol s study questions bring dimension to god s leading and hope for
women and provide individuals or groups a practical way to explore know and live boldly in god confidence
A Woman's Passionate Pursuit of God 2011-02-01 karol ladd author of the bestselling the power of a positive mom shares a passionate
exploration of philippians with women who are longing to love god and life with humorous stories keen biblical understanding and engaging
examples karol encourages women to live with intention and joy and reveals how they can enjoy being a work in progress uplift others with
sincerity change their thoughts and change their lives find strength when they are losing heart discover contentment in every situation
karol s trusted guidance and infectious enthusiasm will help women fall more deeply in love with god and his word as his plan for their
lives becomes more meaningful and possible than ever before insightful leading questions make this a great resource for individual or group
study
Power of a Positive Woman 2010-06-15 this life changing book explores seven principles that can help you become a powerful force in your
family your church your community and your world through biblical teaching inspirational quotes and true stories of women just like you you
will learn to incorporate your life as you have a powerful impact on those around you do you want to be a positive woman of powerful
influence do you want to make a lasting impression on the lives of the people around you you can become a positive woman no matter where
you find yourself right now simply by choosing to allow god s power and strength to pour through you this life changing book explores seven
principles that can help you become a powerful force in your family your church your community and your world through biblical teaching
inspirational quotes and true stories of women just like you you will learn to incorporate your life as you have a powerful impact on those
around you every woman including you has the potential to become a positive powerful influence in her world never underestimate the power
of a positive woman that woman can be you
Becoming a Woman of the Word 2014 when you passionately pursue god s word you uncover the encouragements and exciting revelations god has
for your heart join loved teacher and bestselling author karol ladd as she invites you to discover how scripture can empower you lead you
to god s promises and infuse your life with delight and hope
Positive Life Principles for Women 2013 in a couple after god s own heart interactive workbook jim and elizabeth george build on the
content of their book a couple after god s own heart to create a companion guide that leads husbands and wives through a fascinating study
on god s plan for marriage through a unique blend of bible study material questions for thought and what can i do today applications
couples will grow a closer and deeper union as they learn from the successes and failures of key couples in the bible discover the
essentials to a better marriage participate in discussions designed to stimulate communication with each other set and apply goals that
help husbands and wives be all god designed them to be determine how to make the best of the strengths and weaknesses in their relationship
this friendly and practical study offers life lessons from a variety of well known couples in scripture and will equip spouses to
experience more and more of the incredible bliss only god can bring into a marriage
Power of a Positive Mom & Power of a Positive Woman 2006-09-26 2 best selling positively power packed books in 1 there s an amazing power
in the fourteen principles shared in this dynamic duo of a book seven time tested principles from the the power of a positive mom are
perfect for stay at home and working moms alike plus seven more life changing principles from the power of a positive woman will unlock the
potential in any woman to be a positive influence in her world in this two for one book you ll learn the power of your words and how to use
them positively you ll learn how your prayers encouragement attitude and example can change your family forever and you ll learn how to
become a powerful force in your family your church your community and your world become the positive mom and woman that you were created to
be
Unfailing Love 2012-08-01 few women are better at communicating contagious enthusiasm for the truths of scripture than bestselling author



karol ladd exploring 1 john with her readers karol puts her finger on the longing for faithful and fulfilling love that s deep inside every
woman s heart step by step karol helps her readers understand what happens when they embrace the truth of god s love they can experience
his joy strength and comfort in daily life they are transformed because his love changes the way they see themselves they begin to think
differently about their circumstances and the people in their life they can express his love to others through their words and actions
shining his light in dark places as readers see the apostle john s picture of how god is light love and life they will experience how he
gives meaning to their existence victory over their discouragements and hope to the world
Positive Leadership Principles for Women 2014-02-01 are you in a place where you want or need to lead but aren t sure how to best do it in
this compact dynamic resource bestselling author karol ladd offers positive motivating words to women in leadership by looking at eight
influential leaders in the bible karol highlights godly leadership principles and attitudes that you can build into your life rise to the
challenge shown in the life of joseph take calculated risks exemplified by deborah one of the great women leaders in scripture use your god
given resources as seen in the actions of the servant leader moses do the tough stuff just like the prophet jeremiah believe the best in
people displayed in king david s attitudes these practical leadership principles will inspire you to grow in your role as a godly
influencer a woman who leads and motivates others toward god s love and maturity in the faith
A Positive Plan for Creating More Calm, Less Stress 2005-07-10 busy hurried frazzled a mom s life is anything but tranquil with multiple
responsibilities as caretaker taxi driver short order cook and domestic servant what most women need in life is more calm and less stress
more calm less stress provides that positive biblically based plan to help women realistically create an atmosphere of peace that she and
her family so desperately need the five delightful and doable action steps help mothers make their home a positive place to live this is
the first book in the positive plan series that will also include a positive plan for creating more fun less whining june 2006 a positive
plan for creating more love less anger june 2007
The Power of a Positive Woman Devotional GIFT 2010-06-15 52 powerful devotionals for the busy woman what woman doesn t yearn for a few
moments of reflective peace and serene quiet in the presence of god yet most women wear too many hats and feel pulled in too many
directions to stop for this much needed refreshment best selling author karol ladd has helped hundreds of thousands of women overcome this
negative world to become a positive force there intimate moments with god will fill you with inspiration and instill you with the courage
to be the positive woman you want to be each devotional includes an inspirational scripture a positive message encouraging quotes a prayer
guided journaling sections proactive choices for living beginning in genesis and moving through the bible these inspiring practical
devotions will increase your faith and help you to be a positive woman all week long
Power of a Positive Woman Devotional GIFT 2012-01-01 karol ladd author of the bestselling the power of a positive mom and a woman s
passionate pursuit of god welcomes women to the presence character and love of god in this fresh gathering of intimate devotions short
meditations with select scriptures draw from the wisdom and hope of the old and new testaments to help readers discover how god s promises
unfold not only in his word but also in their personal journeys with encouragement and a dose of pure inspiration ladd shares with each
woman god s care for her daily hopes and needs what it looks like to walk in god s will and purpose how the lord s mercy frees women to
live fully why knowing god as friend redeemer and father transforms all relationships god s plan for each woman becomes more evident as she
grows her relationship with and identity in christ women will savor the moments they set aside to be with these rich beautiful offerings
from karol s heart and the heart of god s word
Pursuing God in the Quiet Places 2014-07-08 pocos autores comunicarn un contagioso entusiasmo de las verdades de la escritura como lo es la
autora de éxitos karol ladd esta utiliza la biblia para alentar a las mujeres a aprender de las consecuencias de sus malas desiciones y
retos convirtiéndolos en peldaños para el crecimiento el cambio y la madurez principios positivos de vida para mujeres está escrito para el
tipo de persona que espera aprender de sus errores y ser más fuerte a pesar de la adversidad encontrando esperanza refrigerio y la
renovación de su leve imperfecta vida
Principios Positivos de Vida para Mujeres 2015-03-24 updated for today s tech savvy mom cover
The Power of a Positive Mom 2004 these purse sized gift editions offer gentle words of wisdom and encouragement easy to do suggestions
offer practical ways to be a positive influence this portable gift edition is from the popular honey they shrunk my hormones this purse



sized book offers a quick look at midlife issues aimed at the woman approaching or in the midst of this often misunderstood and confusing
season
The Power of a Positive Wife 2009-02-17 life is unpredictable and often doesn t turn out as we d planned the things that matter most to us
marriages children careers families and friends sometimes fall apart and leave us only with deflated dreams whether you re struggling with
the big issues of life or simply overwhelmed by the demands of every single day karol ladd s powerful biblical principles will give you the
help you need in this book you will discover how to redefine your unexpected life and you ll learn concrete skills that will help you move
past simply surviving and into a thriving life that is lived passionately and with joy new purpose and hope await you just beyond the cover
of this book
Thrive, Don't Simply Survive 2015-02-10 8 secretos para inspirar e impactar a quienes le rodean
Principios Positivos de Liderazgo para Mujeres 2013-09-30 karol ladd nos comparte verdades poderosas de colosenses y revela un camino
emocionante que lleva a una vida exitosa por medio del amor de dios y su gracia con sabiduría bíblica y una creencia inspiradora en el
propósito de dios para cada mujer karol ayuda a las mujeres a cambiar la forma en que se ven y cómo viven sus vidas a medida que descubren
su valor y confianza en dios bestselling author karol ladd shares powerful truths from colossians and reveals an exciting path to confident
living through god s love and grace with biblical wisdom and an inspiring belief in god s purpose for each woman karol helps readers
transform the way they see themselves and how they live out their lives as they discover their value and confidence in god
Secretos para una vida exitosa 2014-02-01 are you in a place where you want or need to lead but aren t sure how to best do it in this
compact dynamic resource bestselling author karol ladd offers positive motivating words to women in leadership by looking at eight
influential leaders in the bible karol highlights godly leadership principles and attitudes that you can build into your life rise to the
challenge shown in the life of joseph take calculated risks exemplified by deborah one of the great women leaders in scripture use your god
given resources as seen in the actions of the servant leader moses do the tough stuff just like the prophet jeremiah believe the best in
people displayed in king david s attitudes these practical leadership principles will inspire you to grow in your role as a godly
influencer a woman who leads and motivates others toward god s love and maturity in the faith
Positive Leadership Principles for Women 2004 these purse sized gift editions offer gentle words of wisdom and encouragement easy to do
suggestions offer practical ways to be a positive influence this portable gift edition is from the popular honey they shrunk my hormones
this purse sized book offers a quick look at midlife issues aimed at the woman approaching or in the midst of this often misunderstood and
confusing season
The Power of a Positive Friend 2012-02-01 women are busy whether their energy is expended at home or at the office women find themselves
overwhelmed with the to do lists in their life and they long for time away from it all so they can really hear god s still small voice but
when i pored over the pages of scripture says author sharon jaynes i discovered that some of god s most memorable messages were not
delivered while men and women were away on a spiritual retreat but right in the middle of everyday life he spoke to gideon while he was
threshing wheat and to shepherds while they were watching their flocks by night using biblical wisdom and practical insights from her own
life sharon invites readers to explore answers to the heart cry how can i hear the voice of god includes helpful study guide
Becoming a Woman Who Listens to God 2005-03-15 en estos días de inestabilidad y crisis global es fácil pensar no hay nada que yo pueda
hacer probablemente no pueda resolver todos los problemas del mundo pero puede hacer un tremendo impacto en su libro el poder de una mujer
positiva karol ladd comparte poderosas y alentadoras palabras de sabiduría y oración puede escoger ser una mujer positiva sin importar
dónde se encuentre en estos momentos simplemente permitiendo que el poder de dios y su fortaleza fluyan a través de usted nunca subestime
el poder de una mujer positiva esa mujer puede ser usted este libro le enseñará siete poderosos principios para ayudar a impactar
positivamente su familia su iglesia su comunidad y el mundo english description do you want to be a positive woman of powerful influence do
you want to make a lasting impression on the lives of the people around you you can become a positive woman no matter where you find
yourself right now simply by choosing to allow god s power and strength to pour through you this life changing book explores seven
principles that can help you become a powerful force in your family your church your community and your world through biblical teaching
inspirational quotes and true stories of women just like you you will learn to incorporate your life as you have a powerful impact on those



around you every woman including you has the potential to become a positive powerful influence in her world never underestimate the power
of a positive woman that woman can be you
El Poder de una Mujer Positiva 2010 friendship it s one of the most powerful forces around it adds peace to frazzled days provides
companionship for lonely tasks and makes any joyous event twice as fun written by best selling author karol ladd and her best friend terry
ann kelly this fourth book in the popular power of a positive series shares practical principles on how to be a friend and nurture
friendships exploring topics such as building on your common interests attitudes and actions that divide relationships being real with your
friends and the forgiveness factor this book will help you enrich current friendships and develop new and lasting ones the easy to read
format and you can do it principles will change the way you view your friendships forever
The Power of a Positive Woman 2010-05-11 organized into seven power principles such as the power of confidence the power of integrity and
the power of responsibility readers gain the individual perspectives of the three coauthors as well as their combined wisdom throughout
their discussion scripture is the guiding force in helping teens live more positively though the shared views of a mom and her teenaged
daughters imagine getting the shared views of a mom and her teenaged daughters as they all grow together that s the unique vantage point
the ladds bring as they explore ways for adolescents to truly add something positive to their spheres of influence organized into seven
power principles such as the power of confidence the power of integrity and the power of responsibility readers gain the individual
perspectives of the three coauthors as well as their combined wisdom throughout their discussion scripture is the guiding force in helping
teens live more positively parents and teenagers alike will appreciate the real world discussion of topics such as money and time
management handling peer pressure survival tips for dating and creating harmony on the home front
Power of a Positive Friend GIFT 2010-05-11 fifty two devotionals to help every wife start her week with an encouraging message straight
from god s word karol ladd invites readers to enjoy weekly motivation through simple devotional interactions and leads women through the
entire bible in a year each devotional section increases faith brings the reader closer to god and provides uplifting applications for
marriage to help her live each day in positive power the unique weekly format provides eight elements that can be enjoyed in one sitting or
spread out over the week the key scripture is perfect as a daily reading that can be supplemented with one of the additional elements
inspirational quotes encouraging reflections a couple s discussion starter thought provoking questions prayers with journaling space ideas
for positive choices and suggested further reading this is the perfect gift for women who want to start off the coming year right providing
a few quiet moments each week to find the inspiration motivation and encouragement to be the positive wives god created them to be whether
a woman is married to mr perfect or mr difficult she can always use a positive boost in her marriage and these messages of blessing with
motivational scripture meaningful prayer and pertinent quotes provide women with the strength they need to live each day to the fullest
Power of a Positive Teen GIFT 2014-09-13 ladd teamed up with her teenage daughters to present readers with a unique vantage point that
explores way for adolescents to truly add something positive to their spheres of influence
The Power of a Positive Wife Devotional & Journal 2005 the author writes from the heart about the unique experiences of a mid life mom
while keeping a vigorous sense of humor jarrell takes on universal issues such as self esteem fear of the future career choices and
spirituality
The Power of a Positive Teen 2003 written for the frenetic working mother authors ladd and jarrell introduce seven simple steps designed to
take the frazzled mom from feelings of guilt to the freedom of grace
New Books on Women and Feminism 2006 from mtv to the latest dvd teenage girls are lost in an effort to be like the models of this world the
flashy covers of magazines and the divas in music videos seem to hold the keys to a wonderful life in the pages of how to be a super model
sheri prescott reveals a new message of hope and motivation addressing the tough issues young women face she reminds us that true beauty
should come from the inside out god s love for his girls can radically re shape their self image while igniting a passion to model their
lives after christ how to be a super model masterfully weaves together the truth of god s word with powerful stories that capture your
heart sheri writes with passion inspiring young women to choose purity and the highest standards for their lives definitely a must read for
all teenage girls tara dawn christensen miss america 1997 speaker and singer sheri is truly a super model and oh how i hope that today s
teen girls will hear her truthful words it breaks my heart to see today s girls dropping great tears of pain because they cannot live up to



the magazine covers which are nothing more than a meticulously crafted lie of satan oh thank you sheri for pointing to truth may today s
young women be healed by your words dannah gresh author and the bride wore white and secret keeper the delicate power of modesty discover
your beautiful purpose as you read this positive and powerful book by sheri prescott how to be a super model brings you authentic wisdom
from god s word and an inspiring message from the heart i believe the insights from this book can lift you to new heights and help you
become the beautiful woman god created you to be karolladd author of the power of a positive woman
American Book Publishing Record 2004 karol ladd knows that being a wife and mother can be a glorious adventure as well as an overwhelming
responsibility it requires love and discipline joy and sacrifice encouragement and character moms have a wonderful and valuable opportunity
to make a positive impact on their homes their communities and in the next generation scream savers offers creative ideas and solutions to
enhance homelife and encourage mothers in their priceless task this quick guide is filled with calming ideas to help you keep your cool and
make your home a place where tranquility reigns four sections include prescriptions for peace kool keepers quiet activities for kids mommy
moments along with space to record personal notes and observations book jacket
Secrets of a Mid-Life Mom 2005 have you ever wondered what god could really do in your life if you let him now you can benefit from the
knowledge nd experience of women of faith who ve been there you ll get an inside look at the lives of some of today s leading women authors
and speakers as they share the stories behind the scriptures that changed their lives you ll discover how god s touch turned adverse
circumstances and ordinary lives into extraordinary testimonies of his grace you ll share in personal stories of hope that will encourage
you through life s tough times and be uplifted as god s faithfulness is proven time and again let god inspire you to new heights in your
christian walk with each reading and experience his tremendous love for you as you spend your own intimate moments with god book jacket
The Frazzled Factor 2004 with 52 monday morning motivations this inspirational book offers seven simple principles each week for shaping
one s family for good principles for stay at home and working moms alike women s issues
How to Be a Super Model 2002-10 today s busy woman finds herself being pulled in many different directions based on the book the frazzled
factor authors karol ladd and jane jarrell offer seven simple steps designed to take the frazzled mom from feelings of guilt to the freedom
of grace
Summer with a Smile 2002-10
Scream Savers 2003-04
Intimate Moments with God 2003-12
Forthcoming Books 1994
Virtue 2006
The Power of a Postive Mom Devotional 2005
The Publishers Weekly 2005-06
The Frazzled Factor Workbook
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